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WHY AMNESTY NEEDS MORE MONEY
In six years, Amnesty has grown from an idea into
a world-wide force, recognised by Governments,
valued by prisoners of conscience, supported by
many thousands of men and women in over twenty
countries. But as we grow, we pay the price of
success - more and more calls for help and finan-
cial resources stretched almost beyond the limit.
If we accept that we must meet the additional
demands made upon us - as we all do - we must
accept also that we have to find the money to pay
for the additional expenditure that inevitably
results.

Funds are needed to expand the Investigation
Department, to finance on-the-spot surveys of
particular trouble-spots, to send more observers
to trials, and to expand the publicity and educa-
tional programme. Groups, in particular, need
more money to ensure the better welfare of their
prisoner and prisoners2 families.

The Notes that follow show how Groups can
help to meet these increasing financial
demands. Not all the suggestions here will
necessarily suit your particular interests.
Not all the possible ways of raising money
are listed. You will find here a guide, a
starting-point 




N.B.

If fund-raising is to be successful, it must be

taken seriously. At the least it demands the

attention of one Group member, who will undertake

responsibility for the Group's financial situation.

The public will, rightly, only make donations to

organisations in which they have complete confi-

dence This confidence can be won in many ways :

by efficient and effective organisation centrally

and locally; by specific statements about the use

to which donations will be put; by the maintenance

of a high standard of publicity, whether of

leaflets and posters or the day-to-day
handling of correspondence.

Groups are advised to plan ahead and sketch out a

programme at the beginning of each year. You won't

necessarily be able to organise an event every

month - but you will at least ensure adequate time

for preparation.

Whenever possible, appeals should focus on your

adopted prisoners and the story of Amnesty told

through their lives and the Group's work for them.

Appeals based on the concept and general aims of

Amnesty are not enough on their own to stimulate

a public response.

Charity appeals used habitually to reflect a

paternalistic attitude towards the recipients of

aid. We must never allow this to creep into any

appeal made by Amnesty. Whilst we do not question

the motives of those who give, we can ensure that

the stimulus for giving that we provide is based

on social responsibility and inter-dependence.

When planning an event, remember its possible

effect on the public identity of Amnesty. Many

people, for example, might find it objectionable

to attend an elaborate dinner designed to raise

money for a prisoner living on a meagre diet in

terrible conditions. Fund-raising does not have

to be dressed in a hair-shirt. It can be fun.
But it ought not to be unnecessarily
self-indulgent.

The ambitious fund-raising event is not always

the most profitable. Elaborate functions often

cost more in time and money than is worthwhile.

The unglamorous event that nevertheless meets a

local need is often a better proposition.

The Appeals Department is able to provide advice

and assistance. Don't hesitate to ask for both.



AMNESTY SHOPS
There are shops temporarily vacant in almost
every town, usually pending demolition due to a
re-development scheme. These shops are often
let free of charge or at a peppercorn rent to
social service organisations. They can be used
to sell donated gifts - jewellery, books, silver,
glassware, cutlery, etc.

2/6d A MONTH DONATION SCHEME
Here is a new, important way of raising money
for Amnesty. All that is required are men and
women who will pledge every month to collect 2/6d
from at least eight friends, neighbours or work
colleagues. Books of receipts sufficient for
three months will be supplied. When the book is
finished and the money remitted, a new receipt
book will be issued. At the same time, Collectors
will be given monthly news-sheets for their
subscribers, to keep them in touch with Amnesty's
world-wide activities and told just how their
contribution is being spent.

The best time to have a shop is during the
Christmas period : mid-November till the end of the
year. Appeals for gifts can be made during the year
so that there is sufficient stock to justify having
a shop. High-quality goods are to be preferred.

It is important that a Shop can be adequately
staffed; and that gifts can be properly valued -
prices should be roughly in line with good-class
antique shops in the district.

This is a simple, proven scheme : it takes only
an hour or so of the Collector's time each month;
most genuine sympathisers would gladly give half-
a-crown a month; and there is no limit to the
number of Collectors or the number of subscribers
they wish to recruit.

MEMBERSHIP
It is one thing to sympathise with Amnesty's aims;
it is another thing, and more relevant, to asso-
ciate fully w4th its work as a member. Membership
fees alone are an important source of income. If
every existing member recruited one new member
every year, this would be an important step
forward.
Subscriptions : Full membership - £2 p.a.(includes
full information service) Associate membership -
El p.a.(All fees subject to revision)

CHRISTMAS CARDS
The potential sale of Amnesty Christmas Cards is
far in excess of our previous record. Every effort
will be made by the Appeals Department to encourage
sales nationally, through advertisement, a
leaflet, etc. Groups are urged to do all they can
to sell cards and to publicise their availability
locally. An Amnesty Shop is, of course, an ideal
selling-place.

COLLECTION TINS
Amnesty's 'presence' in the shape of a collection
tin is a useful reminder and, depending on its
sitepa good source of income. Every Amnesty Group
member is asked tu have a collection tin in the
hume and to appeal to their local shopkeepers and
publicans to display one on the counter.Approaches
should also be made to local firms to allow tins
to be placed in offices and factories.

CAROL SINGING
Christmas should be the most active fund-raising
period of the year. Young people in particular
can help to raise money at this time by organising
carol-singing parties. Groups are urged to arrange
as many as they can. Permission must be obtained
from the local police - and this is usually readily
given. Parties must also receive a Letter of
Authority, which will be provided by the Appeals
Department. Please note that money collectors must
be over 16 years old.



BRING-AND-BUY SALES & BAZAARS
Not every Group will be able to staff, stock
or even obtain an Amnesty Shop. Nevertheless,
traditional bring-and-buy sales and bazaars can
make a good profit if they are planned creatively
Interest can be increased by getting the support
of locally-known personalities and mention to the
press of any really unusual articles offered for
sale.

AUCTIONS & ART SALES
As with Concerts, art sales and auctions require
a considerable amount of organisation and
publicity - but the potential rewards are great.
Paintings, sculptures, engravings, drawings, car-
toons, rare books and manuscripts, etc., obtained
from local artists and collectors, can be sold or
auctioned and make an important local as well as
Amnesty event.

COFFEE MORNINGS
Coffee mornings are an old English fund-raising
custom - and no less effective for it. Well
organised, they can be relied upon to raise money
with few overhead costs. The more prestigious
they are the better. Linked to an invitation to
meet a well-known personality, or someone with
practical experience of Amnesty's work, they can
be a valuable and regular fund-raising event.

EXHIBITIONS & DISPLAYS
One of the purposes of Amnesty publicity, and a
pre-requisite of fund-raising, is to communicate
the reality of persecution. It is not easy to doOCI this with words alone and there is a need for
visual aids to help the public to understand.
That is why exhibitions and displays can be so
much more effective than other forms of publicity.
Methods that can be used include a mock-up of a
prison cell, a display of photographs of adopted
prisoners, blown-up photographs of their letters
(to be cleared by the Investigation Department),
a world map marking Amnesty National Sections and
countries with Amnesty prisoners...

CONCERTS
Many Concerts in aid of Amnesty already take
place on Human Rights Day. Efforts should be
made to have them at other times also.

Concerts do require considerable organisation. A
suitable hall - or, perhaps, an open-air site in
summer - a properly prepared programme, good
publicity, etc., are essential. Advice should be
sought from your local Arts Couhcil or Local
Authority Entertainments Officer.
'Star' names, while valuable, are not essential to
attract an audience and care has to be taken that
you are able to organise a concert worthy of them.
Local talent, as long as it is really talented,
can also prove popular and is less difficult to
obtain. Whoever appears, the event must be well
publicised and, in particular, news about it
reported in the local press.

In every instance it is important to link the
displays with the need for funds. Collection
tins should be displayed; and leaflets available
giving details of how donations can be made and
the purposes to which they will be put.

See
s e e
See

A SHARE OF THE CO-OP DIVI
Many Co-operative Societies allocate dividend
numbers to organisations such as Amnesty. Shoppers
that quote the number are thus making a donation.
Co-operative Societies are autonomous in this
respect and need to be approached individually.
Groups served by the same Society are advised to
co-ordinate their application and divide the
proceeds of the Dividend between them.

Chamber concerts are obviously easier to arrange
than symphonic concerts. But it may be possible,
if your Group is in a large town, to arrange a
special charity performance for Amnesty by the
local or visiting orchestra.

The success of this scheme clearly depends on the
extent to which the Number is publicised among
supporters.



DECEMBER

FLAG DAYS
Street collectionsolike house-to-house collections,

are extremely profitable when organised well and

failures under any other circumstances. Flag Days

are subject to various laws and applications must

be submitted to the local Watch Committee or Chief

Constable. Groups are advised to consult the

Appeals Department before such applications are

made.

HUMAN RIGHTS DAY
This is one time of the year when we can be sure

of national publicity, increased public interest

and a greater number of donations. Many Groups

already undertake ambitious projects and our aim

now must be to co-ordinate activities as far as

possible, both tc ensure the maximum national

impact and to save Groups unnecessary work.

A now-traditional form of Human Rights Day
celebration is the reading of prose and poetry,

accompanied by folk-singing. Suitable extracts

for readings, in the form of a comprehensive kit,

will be made available to Groups that want it.

The Day can also be marked by religious services,

concerts, processions and similar activities. All

Groups are urged to make a great effort at this

time to ensure that they join the national cele-

bration as effectively as possible. Particular

effort should be made to publicise events widely

through the local press and television.

CO ITY TASK FORCE
Within every community there are organisations and

individuals that can be of particular help to a

Group - businessmen, trades unions and trades

councils, teachers, lawyers, etc. One or more

representative from each could form a valuable

task force, available for consultation and practi-

cal help on educational, fund-raising and other

Group activities. It could, for example, sign a

letter appealing for funds locally; or arrange

additional poster and display sites; or make

available an Amnesty Shop at Christmas time..,

HOUSE-TO-HOUSE COLLECTIONS
A house-to-house collection requires a high degree

of organisation : it will be most profitable if

handled well.

The two most common methods are : to deliver an

appeal leaflet and then to return later to

collect donations; or to deliver a leaflet that

asks for donations to be mailed.
Much depends on the number of collectors, all to

be over 16 years old, who can be mobilized. The

area for the collection must be clearly defined

and collectors allocated to streets on the lines

of a military operation.

The laws controlling house-to-house collections

are very strict. Licences must be obtained from

the Home Office and permission from the local

police. Groups are advised not to undertake this

task on their own but to consult the Appeals
Department. If a sufficient number of Groups wish

to organise such a collection, for examplelon Human

Rights Day, this would be best organised on a

regional or national basis and organised with the

assistance of the Appeals Department.

MOBILIZING THE YOUNG
The main responsibility of Groups to young people

is to teach them an understanding of the aims and

work of Amnesty. But young people rightly want to

act on their knowledge and Groups should also

encourage varied activity. After discussion with

Head Teachers, schools can, for example, arrange

exhibitions and displays, organise bazaars, or

hold dances for Amnesty.

Universities should be asked to include Amnesty in

its Rag Days and to form Amnesty Groups that will

in turn undertake other educational and
fund-raising activities



LEAFLETS
The widespread distribution of leaflets will
help to focus public attention on particular
issues of current concern and to raise funds
for a particular adopted prisoner. The method
of distribution is, however, of great importance
if Amnesty's identity•is not to be distorted
A thousand-and-one organisations are
busy thrusting propaganda at passers-by and our
identification with them would not be desirable.
Groups are therefore asked to undertake this
with discretion.

Essential for meetings are a lively and topical
speaker, good publicity and reasonable comfort
for the audience. Important are the availability
of literature about Amnesty, a display of posters
andlother publicity material, and if possible,
visual aids such as films.
Meetings in the form of "Teach-ins", "Any
Questions", Debates, etc., are generally more
interesting to an audience than a one-speaker
session.

Use should be made of the comprehensive leaflet
now available. However, as this is expensive
to produce, it should be distributed only to
those who are genuinely interested to know more
about Amnesty and are potentially active
supporters

It is usual to have a collection at the end of
meetings. It is even more important to try and
recruit new members and to encourage larger
donations. This can be done by making sure you
have the name and address of anyone showing a
special interest during the meeting. A slip of
paper on every chair, with room for name and
address and a request for further information to
be mailed, is a useful aid to making contact with
potential supporters.

POSTERS
Posters create interest - and interest leads fo
donations - but Head Office cannot at this stage
afford to pay for poster sites. We depend on
the co-operation of Groups to display them for
us :- on gateposts and front room windows, on
notice-boards of Churches and offices and fact-
ories, wherever possible in your neighbourhood.

Groups are urged very strongly to form a Speakers
Panel, who can be called on to address meetings
in their area. Briefing sessions for speakers
and the use of Speakers Notes will encourage
recruits. Head Office cannot, on its own, deal
with the increasing number of requests for
speakers.The Appeals Department is producing a series of

posters during the year and Groups are invited
to order these as they become available.

MEETINGS
Donations follow most naturally from a public
that understands Amnesty's aims and day-to-day
operation. Educational work, therefore, in the
form of meetings - for schools, colleges and
universities, for Rotary Clubs, political groups,
trade unions, etc., have an added significance.



THE LOCAL PRESS
Local newspapers are obviously concerned to have
news of local events. As well as reporting on
news of your adopted prisoners, let the press
know about any fund-raising activity you are
planning and any success you have. A letter to
the Correspondence Column will also provide
usefulpublicity.

USE THIS PAGE FOR NOTING
OTHER FUND-RAISING IDEAS.

IDEAS?

0
A visit to the offices of the local newspapers will
be worth while. You can establish personal
contact with the relevant journalists and get a
better idea from them about their priorities on
news stories.

For example....
Cheese and Wine Parties
Barbecues
Foreign Coin Collections
Sale of Amnesty Pens (3d each; 36/- per gross)
Sale of Amnesty Badges (6/- each)
Donation of Coin Balance in Bank Account
Make A Mile of Pennies (2220: 2/6d a yard)

0 0

Help the press by presenting your news story in
a professional way. Where there is little time,
you can phone a story through but the more notice
you can give the better. If possible, type the
story (quarto sized paper, double-spacing) and
summarize the essence of the story in the first
paragraph. Send photographs where possible, or
if the story is about a current event, ask the
newspaper to send a photographer along with the
reporter.
In order to prevent duplication, it is
recommended that Groups should be responsible
for all contacts with the press in their area
and the Appeals Department for all contact with
the National press. Where a Group needs to make
contact with the national press, it is asked to
liaise with the Appeals Department.


